Properties of Langmuir and solid supported lipid films with sphingomyelin.
Biological cell membranes play a crucial role in various biological processes and their functionality to some extent is determined by the hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance. A significant progress in understanding the membrane structure was the discovery of laterally segregated lipid domains, called the lipid rafts. These raft domains are of ordered lamellar liquid-crystalline phase, while rest of the membrane exists in a relatively disordered lamellar liquid-crystalline phase. Moreover, the chemical constitution of the lipid rafts consists of a higher content (up to 50%) of cholesterol (Chol) and sphingomyelin (SM). Sphingomyelin also plays a significant role in the red cells of blood and nerves, in some diseases, as a precursor to ceramides, and other sphingolipid metabolites. In this paper properties of Langmuir and solid supported mixed lipid films of DPPC/SM, DOPC/SM, and Chol/SM are described. Special attention has been paid to wetting properties (hydrophobic/hydrophilic balance) of these films transferred onto a hydrophilic glass surface. To our knowledge such results have not yet been published in the literature. The properties were determined via contact angle measurements and then calculation of the films' apparent surface free energy. The films' wettability and their apparent surface free energy strongly depend on their composition. The energy is affected by both the structure of hydrocarbon chains of glycerophospholipids (DPPC and DOPC) and their interactions with SM. Properties of mixed Chol/SM monolayer depend also on the film stoichiometry. At a low Chol content (XChol=0.25) the interactions between SM and Chol are strong and hence the formation of binary complex is possible. This is accompanied by a decrease in the film surface free energy in comparison to that of pure SM monolayer, contrary to a higher Chol content where the monolayer energy increases. This suggests that cholesterol is excluded from the membrane thus increasing the film hydrophilicity. These results are consistent with the literature data and somehow confirm the hypothesis of lipid raft formation. The roughness of the investigated monolayer surfaces was also determined using optical profilometry. The roughness parameters of the DPPC, SM, and mixed DPPC/SM generally correlate with the changes of their apparent surface free energy, i.e. with the decreasing roughness the apparent surface free energy also decreases. However, this is not the case for mixed DOPC/SM monolayers. Although the roughness increases with SM content the apparent surface free energy decreases. Therefore some other factors, like the presence of unsaturated bonds in the DOPC molecule, influence the film phase state and the energy too. More experiments are needed to explain this hypothesis.